
My Mentor and his Legacy 
 
It was my future father-in-law Reg Wilbourne who first nurtured my interest in photography in the 
mid 1960’s. He had been interested in photography since a very early age, owning a succession of 
cameras and printing his own black and white photographs. He would commandeer the bathroom 
where he kept his enlarger and a large cupboard full of other equipment together with all the 
necessary chemicals. He constructed a platform working space over the bath, all a bit of an 
inconvenience at times! He was a great friend and near neighbour of George Martin, who became 
well known for his photographs of Chesterfield old and new and his subsequent books. They shared 
their passion for photography in the 50’s and often went out together with their cameras. 
 

All the photographs used in this article were taken by Reg. 
 

                                    
 

Reg lived in Chesterfield, he was originally a storeman working behind the counter at George 
Kenning and Son, motor parts suppliers, firstly in Clay Cross and then in Chesterfield. A contact, who 
later became a very good friend, offered Reg a job as a rep with Edmunds Walker & Co, a motor 
factor supplier in nearby Sheffield. The job came with a car, a Morris Minor and the area he was to 
cover was the Peak District. The job opened up new photographic opportunities for Reg, he travelled 
the length and breadth of the Derbyshire and Staffordshire Peak District, calling on garages, quarries 
and haulage businesses etc. taking orders for parts and often delivering the smaller items they 
required himself. Larger items were delivered by van and sometimes parts were even put on   
Hulley’s buses for urgent delivery to outlying villages!! Everywhere he went so did his camera, always 
kept in the boot of his car, it was used at every opportunity on his daily travels in the countryside. 
 

            
      

I met Reg in 1966, shortly after meeting my future wife to be. He would always take pride in showing 
me his latest photographs. He took the usual family and holiday snapshots but also many images of 
Derbyshire, its scenery, industry, villages and local events were regularly recorded. After the 1966 
Beeching Act he photographed many of the railway lines scheduled for closure in the Peak District.  



             
 

   
 

 

                                                   
 

He persuaded me to buy a camera and have a go at photography and so my interest began. My first 
camera was a Chinon SLR from Dixon’s and I eventually progressed to a Minolta. I took mainly slides 
at this time as did Reg and we even bought Cibachrome slide film in long lengths which we cut and 
loaded onto spools in the pantry, where he had rigged up a blackout blind, not an easy task in a 
limited space with the two of us unable to see what we were doing! 
 

Reg died in 1991, before the advent of DSLR’s. The first, a Canon D30 3.1 megapixel model didn’t 
appear on the market until 2000, this was the first digital camera I bought. If he had been around at 
that time then he would have embraced the new technology, though I suspect that I would have 
become his mentor! As it was he left a legacy of slides and several photograph albums containing his 
black and white images, some of them going back to the 1930’s. In 2005 I went through some of his 
slides and made a start scanning them and archiving them on to CD’s. The idea was to continue the 
task, but my enthusiasm waned, it was a laborious exercise and eventually my slide scanner gave up 
the ghost. The result being that the remaining slides, still in their boxes, await my further attention. 
There are five boxes altogether containing approximately 500 slides in total which are all catalogued. 
Maybe now is a good opportunity to restart the project but I am unsure of the best way to tackle it, 
perhaps a little more thought and some new equipment is required!!   

He also recorded the removal of the dome from the Chesterfield 
Market Hall in the 1960’s and its replacement in 1980 during the town 
centre refurbishment, of which he took many slides. 
 

Above left – Hartington Station on the Ashbourne 
Line, a branch of the Cromford & High Peak Railway,  
now forms part of the Tissington Trail – taken in 1968 
 

Above right – Gotham Curve near Friden was the 
sharpest curve on any standard gauge railway line in 
the UK at the time and now forms part of the High 
Peak Trail – taken in 1968 
 

Left – Millers Dale Station built by the Midland 
Railway was on the London to Manchester line, it 
now forms part of the Monsal Trail – taken in 1968 
 


